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On leave from C.E.N., Saclay, France. The production of light particles in quasi-elastic and deeplyinelastic heavy-ion collisions has attracted much interest experimentally [1-6] and theoretically [7, 8] . For example, it was suggested [8] that fast alpha particles should be produced in quasi-elastic and deeplyinelastic .reactions by the radial component of the dissipative force.
Different light ·particle-heavy particle. angular correlations are expected if these reactions involve positive and negative deflection angles of the heavy ion [8, 9] . In this letter, we investigate these aspects of heavy- pure projecti'le break-up is not the dominant reaction mechanism.
In order to gain further insight into the nature of the reaction mechanism, we have made a three-body kinematic analysis [11] of the data, event by event, and determined the mean values < E (a)>, < E 1 · 2 > and c.m. <E 23 >. The sub-indices denote, 1, the heavy fragments (C and N nuclei), 2, the coincident alpha particles and, 3, the target residues; E that the alpha particles do not originate from a sequential detayof the ejectile [7] or from a transfer process followed by alpha particle emission from the system 2 + 3, in contrast to observations [2, 5] at lower energies. These observations suggest that the alpha particles are mainly produced in a fast, non:-equilibritnn process at an early stage of the collision, where the rate of energy dissipation in deeply-inelastic collisions has already been 'shown to be largest [12] .
It has been suggested [8] that such fast alpha particles are produced by the radial component of the dissipative force. In the piston model [8] schematically illustrated in fig. 3a , the alpha particles are predicted to be emitted from the side of the target nucleus opposite to the point of impact. If quasi-elastic and deeply-inelastic collisions are then associated with positive and negative deflection angles of the heavy ion [9] , this theory of alpha particle production leads to angular correlations which peak at negative angles ea for quasi-elastic collisions In conclusion, we have shown that, in the present reaction, the emission of fast alpha particles is an important aspect of peripheral heavy-ion collisions. Although a detailed understanding of the production mechanism of fast alpha particles is not yet available, the study of pre-equilibrium alpha particle emission may provide new insight into the energy dissipation mechanisms of heavy-ion collisions. 
